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These submissions are in aform suitable/by publication on the internet
I The respondent does not seek for this Court to reconsider M V The Queen (1994) 181 CLR
487, Palmer v The Queen (1998) 193 CLR I, SKI V The Queen (2011) 243 CLR 400 or
following cases to like effect.

2 It is the respondent's submission IRS 151, 1271, [31]I that Weinberg IA (and the
10

applicant) coriumit a R V Hillier (2007) 228 CLR 618 error. But Hillier was applying the test from
M in a circumstantial case where each strand bore the same relationship to a fact in issue and thus
had to b^ eraluat^d against each other 1635 [38], 637 [46], 638 t4811. Where a complainant's

account is the prosecution's case and the relevance of other evidence is whether it casts doubt on
the correctness of that account, using a belief in the correctness of the complainant to evaluate the

other evidence is impennissibly circular IAS [36], [40]I. Weinberg JA (correctly) applied the
relevant authotities ICA [620]-[640] CAB 361-365, [6571 369, [1102]-[1103] 4811. The
respondent cites IRS [341 in 127, [351 in 1301 CA 1174] CAB 232 and [351] CAB 298 as
confinning that the majority considered the combined effect of the evidence but these paragraphs

in fact highlight that consideration of improbability and the accused's and other boy's denials
20

were 'separated' from consideration of opportunity. The respondent adopts IRS [38]-[52]I a
piecemeal approach Isee As [44], [481-[53]I.

3 The respondent seeks to avoid the implications of the majority's compartmentansed
approach by arguing IRS 1391 fri 152, t511, t271-t3211 that Irui" ,, The g"eon (2018) 262 CLR
626 requires an appellate court to consider only whether intennediate facts were reasonably open
to the jury, though in fact the majority themselves accepted and purported to apply the two step

approach ICA [25]-[41] CAB 187-1921 (see also CA [589]-[663] CAB 353-371 for the history
of the M test). The Court in Iruin 1644 1441-[45]I applied M to its critical issue: reasonable
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foreseeability. The Court reasoned 1645-646 1491-t5011 that it was equally open to the jury to
have found this element proven or not and, given the itITy's advantage, the verdict was not
unreasonable. Ifwin is not authority for an approach to SIIbjective appellate court doubt suogested

in the dissents in Mof BrennanI at 501-2 and MCHughI at 524-5. SKI explains {408 1201} the
'fundamental' error (and see also {4091221I. This is the law: BCMV R (2013) 88 ALJR 101,106

PIj, Fir^po, ,, R (2015) 256 CLR 47.75 1821, GAY, R (2017) 91 ALJR 698,702 1201 and 704
1341. litvin was not cited in the Court of Appeal, and the only reference to it in the judgments is at
CA fn 106 CAB 234 for an unrelated purpose
4
10

The respondent IRS 14811 wrongly asserts that the majority assessed btit rejected the
coinpotinding improbabilities argument ICA 18401-[8421 CAB 421-422,11060]-[1064] 471-4721
when they did not assess it IAS 1491}. The respondent's assertion IRS 1481j that the matters said

to be 'improbable' ICA 18411 CAB 422} were not improbable at all references IRS in 178} the
respondent's claim {RS 1451} that there was some evidence on each matter suggesting it was
'possible'; plainly no answer to the compounding improbabilities argument, and ionorin the
distinction between proof beyond reasonable doubt and proof of possibility '
5 The respondent asserts IRS 1361-t3711 that the Inajority did not reason on the basis of a
belief in the complainant because they considered the whole of the evidence and the had

20

reference to two matters providing 'independent support'. The point is that the majority did not
independently weigh the combined effect of the evidence. The majority's approach is contra to
SL. I and Palmer , The Queen (1998) 193 CLR I, 12-15 and 29-30 includin, the prohibition on
circular reasoning. In Pd/mer, there was independent corroboration ICA 11/031 CAB 481' . Here:
(a) The trial judge (without demur from the prosecution) directed the jury that there was no

evidence to support the prosecution case other than that of the complainant Icharge 1587/7-19
CAB 361; (b) The complainant's description of the 'layout and features' of the wood panelled
area was not accurate' ICf RS 11/1(b)(I)} : though he was correct that the wine was located in a
' The respondent relies IRS t131, t431-t4511 on choir witnesses that they saw the applicant shortly after mass in the
choiri'o0m at some point while they were in the choir (which was until at least 2000 ICA Annexure A CAB Soon.

This evidence does not answer that of Portelli, MCGlone and Potter regardin0 15th and 22"' December 1996. Nor

Finnigan's description of the practice he observed before he left the choir at Christmas 1996 {CA [1090] CAB 4781

nor Connor's evidence that the practice was 'invariable' ICA 13431 CAB 2961 throuohout the time Connor was there
(which was until November 19971CA Annexure A CAB Soon.
- The complainant described the entire kitchen area as 'urichanoed' from 1996 to when he was shown it in 2016 but

Potter gave unchallenged evidence it had only been installed in about 2003-20041CA t8341-t8351 CAB 4201; the
complainant said he found and drank red wine when only white wine was usedin 19961CA 18271-t8311 CAB 4/84201; and Potter said he never left the wine out in that area after a Sunday Solemn Mass ICA 18261 CAB 4/7-4181.

3

particular corner, that was a simple fact that could only be speculated as incapable of recall from
a tour; (c) 'I'he evidence of two choristers (who joined the choir in 1991 and 1993 finiriexure A
CAB 5001) that they ITad not been in the priests' sacristy before does not prove the complainant
did not enter the room on a tour when he started with the choirin 1996 ICf RS 1/11(Iv), 13711 nor does the fact that the room was off-limits to choristers on a Sunday {cf RS 1/11(Iv)I; (d) The
applicant was using the priests' sacristyint0 19971CA 13471-t3481 CAB 297 cfRS 1/11(a)I: for
a very good part of the time that the complainant was in the choir it appears the mass celebrant

10

(whether priest, Dean or Archbishop) openly utilised the priests' sacristy; (e) The complainant
was never asked whether he was aware of where the applicant robed in 1996/19971see As 13911;
(f) The evidence of some witnesses that they did not remember the applicant using the priests'
sacristy does not equate to positive evidence that he did not openly do so ICf RS 1/11(a), 13711. It
is also of note that the respondent relies IRS fn 91 on the evidence of Portelli to establish that the

applicant was robing in the priests' sacristy on 15'' and 22"' December 1996 without confronting
the tension between that reliance and the respondent's assertion that Portelli's

memory Is

unreliable when he says he was with the applicant when he robed and disrobed in that room on
those dates
6

In relation to 'alibi', the respondent incorrectly asserts {RS 1391j that the majority found
that it was open to the jury to reject the possibility that Portelli, Potter and MCGlone gave the
applicant an alibi. But the majority only found that it was open to the jury to have 'doubts' or
20

'reservations' about their reliability IAS 14811. Like the majority, the respondent's aroument {RS
1381-t4/1} seems to proceed on the misunderstanding that it is only if the applicant has proved
these witnesses correct that their evidence constitutes evidence of alibi and the atIthorities

referred to at As 1351 apply. That is plainly not so. The respondent appears to accept the
summary of the evidence at As 1161-t211 albeit that the respondent seeks to also add the matters

at RS 1/21. ' This is evidence of alibi. The respondent further attempts IRS 14/11 to explain the
majority's reversal of onus on this topic by asserting that because the features of the alibi here

were not the sanTe as those in Palmer, the legal principles set out in that case do not apply. In
Po/mer 117 13711 the allegations were made to police within six weeks which meant recollections
30

were fresh and documentaly support available. Here the applicant faced trial 22 years after the
alleged events. The purpose of the significant forensic disadvantage waining was to address, in

4

the applicant's favour, the fact that the exculpatory evidence was different from what it may have
been had the trial occurred around 1996/71Charge 1648.12-1654/2 CAB 99-1051. It is contrary
to this direction to reason, as the respondent tirges, that the alibi was eliminated because, for
example, Portelli (whose honesty was never disputed by the prosecution) was less certain when
asked general questions or about peripheral matters but nevertheless expressed certaint when
asked directly if the applicant was with him on the relevant day. Further, the cogenc of the alibi
was enhanced by the decision of the prosecution not to challenge its reliability at trial thou h the
had leave to do so IAS 13711. The respondent's submissions do not engaoe with these features
and theirimpact Isee As 1481 and fu 131. The alibi was not anywhere near eliminated.
10

7 The respondent's submissions IRS 1531-t5411 on Father Egan are non-responsive to the
applicant's argument IAS 13811 that in considering whether doubt was eliminated, it is relevant
to consider unexplained gaps in the invest10ation. This has particular force in circumstances, as

here, where the complainant does not give any evidence about 23 February 1997 IAS 261: ITis
evidence does not explain how this offending could ITave occurred on this day without E an's
knowledge. MQhmood , West, "" AustinfiQ (2008) 232 CLR 397,406 1271 confirms that such

gaps are relevant ICf RS 15411. The respondent's claim IRS 15311 that Whilehorn v The 911een
(1983) 152 CLR 657 is irrelevant because the complainant in the present case was called as a
witness misses the point. Similarly, the respondent misunderstands that the applicant's coin laint
about the other boy is not that his parents were ITot called IRS 1551} but rather that the
20

prosecution's forensic choice not to seek to call them leaves as an uneliminated possibility that it
was a true denial. As the relevance of the denial of offending by the alleoed co- victim is to

determine if the complainant can be accepted beyond reasonable doubt, it is impermissibl
circular to use belief in the complainant to eliminate the doubt otherwise raised b the denial. The

respondent's submission {RS 15511 that the applicant 'implicitly accepted' that the aoreed
formula adequately conveyed the context ignores the limited extent of the evidence: the other bo
was asked if ITe was offended against and he said no
8

Proposed Ground 2: The respondent seeks {RS 1561-t631} to deflect this oround by

arguing for a factual conclusion that is inconsistent with some essential elements of the

majority's reasoning. The majority found: (a) Potter began clearing after the 'private time' for
30

prayer gap of 5-6 minutes (and the gap started around the same time as the commencement of the

' The respondent oddly submits IRS t3811 that the applicant has not provided the High Court with the whole of the

5

post-mass external procession) ICA 12931 CAB 2791; (b) MCGlone and Connor's evidence

allowed for the possibility that the priests' sacristy was unlocked and empty hellore the servers
entered it at the conclusion of the procession ICA 12931-t2961 CAB 279-2801; (c) After the
servers bowed to the cross they commenced cleanno up and the room was not thereafter Linlocked

and unattended tit was a 'hive of activity') {CA 12941-[2951 CAB 279-280,1297] 280-281} (this
accorded with the Linchallenged evidence of CoiTiior 11039.9-1040.25 RFM 713-41 and MCGlone

10

1981/7-982.28 RFM 6834}); (d) That, taking this evidence as a whole, it was open to the iruy
to find the offending occurred in the private time described by Potter b<101.8 the ITive of activity
described by the servers ICA 13001 CAB 2811. It is correct IRS 15611 that the prosecution
argued to the jury that the offending occtirred der the servers returned from procession
However, the majority clearly, and for good reason, rejected that theory. This theory required the
prosecution to place the servers in a location other than in and out of the priests' sacristy for a
period of at least 5-6 minutes, before the commencement of the hive of activity. The prosecution
originally closed that after bowing to the cross the servers went to the worker sacristy to wait for
5-6 minutes before clearing up IRFM 786-7921. But after defence drew attention to the fact that

it had not been put to either MCGlone or Connor and was directly contrary to each of their
evidence IProsecution closing 1366, AFM Annexed to Reply 11, the submission was withdrawiT

and the prosecution conceded that 'there's no evidence of where Ithe altar. serversl \\-. ere' save for
20

the complainant says they were not in the priests' sacristy while the offending was taking place
IProsecution closing 1368, AFM Aimexed to Reply 21. ' Thus the first two sentences of RS 1561
and fn 210 wrongly make a submission to this Court that the majority upheld an argument that
was, in fact, withdrawn at trial as unsupportable.
20 February 2020

Bret Walker

Ruth Shann

Counsel for the applicant

Counsel for the applicant

evidence Isee also RS t71 fu 61 though it was lodged with the Registry in the company of the respondent's solicitor
' As the complainant's account did not explain where the servers were, 'belief' in the complainant was inca able of
eliminating the doubt otheiwise raised and left by MCGlone and Connor's evidence of their movements after mass.
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APPLICANT's REDACTED FURTHER MATERIALS ANNEXED To REPLY

I

Ms SHANN: Your Honour.

2

HIS HONOUR: Ms Shann?

3

Ms SHANN: Can we just raise one i_ssue In partLcuLar whtch i_s

4

reaLLy wLth the hope that our Learned frLend ini_qht take

5

the opportunity to either teLL us where we ' ve got this

6

wrong or

7

that the aLtar servers wouLd go Lnto the prtests'

8

sacri_sty to bow to the CTuclftx, and then go and wait

9

the workers ' sacristy for the Interval of decorum to

fix It

up

wtth the

I urY '

The submi_SSLon was put

Ln

10

pass. That Is riot a concept whtch we can fLnd anywhere

11

In the evLdence, nor was i_t put to NGGLone who said, "We

12

bow to the cross and then start gotnq back and forth

L3

between the prtests ' sacrlsty and sanctuary", that ' s at

}4

98L to 982, or Mr Connor who says, "We bow to the cross

15

and then start cLeari_rig In and out of the prtests '

16

sacrlsty for the next ten ini_nutes", 1039 to L040.

17

HTS HONOUR:

ALL right. Mr Glbson, You ' ve heard that.

18

ask him to respond now, but It ' s a matter for hi_in.

L9

2. L5.

20

L won't

O kay -

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

21
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2
I

(At 2.17 pin the jury entered the court . )

2

HTS HONOUR: WeLcome back, member's of the jury. Mr GLbson

3

MR GTBSON : Mr Foreman and members of the

I ury,

before Lunch

4

I had spoken about there betnq this pertod of ti_me after

5

the aLtar servers had bowed to the crucifix In the

6

prtests' sacrLsty and before Mr Potter had started

7

ferry trig Items from the sanctuary to the priests'

8

S a CLIs t y .

9

server were Ln

T thtnk T inLqht have satd that the aLtar
their workers ' sacristy durtng this fLve

10

to SLx inLnute ttme period.

There

of

11

evtdence of that, and there ' s Do evi_dence of where they

12

were .

LS,

course, Do

There Is evidence of where they weren' t from ^

^. and that i, s that they weren ' t In the priests '

L3
14

sacrlsty, so I was Invttlng you to concLude that i_t was

15

during this perLod wattLng for the green LLqht from

L6

Mir Potter that, wherever the aLtar servers were, i_t was

17

not In the prtests ' sacri_sty. I just wanted to make that

L8

cLear.

19

Now, might T say something about the wLne, whi_ch Is

20

where T got to at Lunch time. Tt was put to Mr ^

21

that at the Goumi_ttaL he descrtbed the colour of the wine

22

bottLe as Ltke an off-coLoured sort of

23

know In the account that he

24

i_t was a dark bottle that Mr Ri_chter took hLm to some of

25

the things he ' d satd at the cornmLttaL, and he ' d described

26

tt as an of f-coLoured sort of

27

at the coinntttaL that it

28

the wine was some

29

gave

greeny

amber. You

Ln hts evidence he satd

gre eny

amber. He aLso said

was a inurky bottLe, and he satd

kind of sweet red wine .

At the trtaL he said that, "The bottLe we Looked at

30

and drank out of was red wi_ne", and Mr Potter, YOU'LL

31

recaLL, said they used whi_te wtne when Dean Wi_LLtam
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